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ABSTRACT 
This note deals with the following problem: Let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix, 
and Q and 0 be two n X rn (n > m > 1) matrices both with orthonormal column 
vectors. How do the eigenvalues of the m X m Hermitian matrix Q”AQ differ from 
those of the m X m Hermitian matrix QHAQ? We give a positive answer to one of the 
unsolved problems raised recently by Sun. 
In what follows, we will consider the following interesting problem 
concerning the spectral variation of a Rayleigh quotient matrix: 
Let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix, and Q and Q be two n X m 
(n > m > 1) matrices both with orthonormal column vectors. How do the 
eigenvalues of the m X m Hermitian matrix Q”AQ differ from those of the 
m X m Hermitian matrix Q”AQ? 
Here the superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix. This 
problem arises often in computation methods for symmetric matrix eigenval- 
ues such as the power method, the QR method, the simultaneous method, 
and several other techniques now available. Thus it is of great importance 
from the point of view not only of theoretical analysis of some iterative 
algorithms but also of practical applications. 
Much work has been done for this problem in various aspects so far, e.g., 
[2], [S], [9], [ll], and [12]. In [S], Liu and Xu showed the following: 
Let A, ,..., A, and AL ,..., I, be the eigenvalues (arranged in ascending 
order) of Q”AQ and of Q”AQ, respectively. Zf 
AQ=QA, where h=diag(A, ,..., A,), (1) 
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(2) 
(3) 
where 1). )I2 and )I* (IF denote the spectral norm and Frobenius norm, respec- 
tively, and O(Q, 6) is the angle between Q and 0 defined by 
O( Q, Q) = arcsin( I(“‘) - Q"QQ"(~) 
l/2 
. (4) 
Here I’“) is the m X m identity matrix. A very interesting and important fact 
illustrated by (2) and (3) is that if Q differs from Q by O(E) in the sense of 
the angle between them, then there exists a one-one pairing between the 
eigenvalues of 6”AQ and those of QHAQ such that every two corresponding 
eigenvalues differ from each other by O(e2). This coincides with the 
well-known fact for the case of m = 1 that if A is Hermitian with eigenvalue 
A and corresponding eigenvector x and if sin 0(x, 5) = O(E), then 
2’ HA3 
-=A+o(E2) 
LfHf 
(see, e.g., [lo, Chapter 3, $7.11). 
The purpose of this note is to extend the inequalities (2) and (3) to cover 
unitarily invariant norms with or without the assumption (1). One of our 
results provides also a positive answer to one of the unsolved problems raised 
by Sun [12]. In the following, we use CpXn for the set of p X n complex 
matrices, and %,, c tZnx" for the set of n x n unitary matrices. To say that 
the norm ]I( . 111 is unitarily invariant on CpXn means it satisfies, besides the 
usual properties of any norm, also (see, e.g., [lo, Chapter 2, $31) 
(I) ]]I UAV ]I] = ]]I A 111 for any U E %r, and V E Sn; 
(2) ]]I A 111 = ]]A((s for any A E CpX” with rank A = 1. 
Two unitarily invariant norms used frequently are II.112 and II* IIF. 
It is well known that any unitarily invariant norm III . Ill on CpXn 
corresponds to a symmetric gauge bmction @(ei,. . . , eN), where N = 
min(p,n}, and vice versa. By extension according to this property, we can 
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define a unitarily invariant norm )I( . 111 on Cplxnl (pi < n, 12i < n) consistent 
with the original one as ]I] A ]]I = @(a,, . . . , u,,,O,. . . ,O) if A E Cplx”l with 
singular values ui, . . . , a,, (N, = min{p,, n,}). In this note, very often matri- 
ces with different dimensions enter our arguments together, so we make an 
agreement: assume we first have a matrix space with sufficiently large 
dimension P X N and with a unitarily invariant norm 111 . 11) on it; then by the 
extension mentioned, on every matrix space with dimension smaller there 
exists the extended unitarily invariant norm, denoted also by I]( * (II. In this 
way, we have (see [lo, Chapter 5, $11) 
III CD III =G 
IlClle III D III 
111 C 111 11 D/h 
for any C E @pXn, D E Cnx’. (5) 
We begin our study by stating the following powerful lemma which can 
be proved by using the CS decomposition of a unitary matrix (see [l, 8, lo]). 
LEMMA 1. Let Q, Q E CnXm (1 ( m < 12 - I) with Q”Q = off0 = 1’“‘). 
Then there exist U E %,, and V, v E %,,, such that: 
(1) For 2m < n 
(6a) 
where 
(2) For 2m>n 
n - m 21n-" 
T Ua) 
n - rn 
I’=diag(y,,...,y,,), Z =diag(a,,...,a,,), 
y,=cose,, oi=sin6J,, O<BiGz 
2’ 
for i=1,2 ,..., m. (6b) 
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where 
r=diag(y,,...,y,_,), X = diag(o,,...,a, _,,, ), 
y,=cos0,, a,=sin8,, OdBiGT. 
2’ 
jbr i=l,2 ,..., n-m. (7b) 
Assume for the moment that 2m < n. Thus (6a) and (6b) hold. As V and V 
are both unitary, the eigenvalues of Q”AQ and those of V”Q”AQV are 
exactly the same. So are those of Q”AQ and of VilQF’AQV. By Wielandt’s 
theorem [13] (cf. [3, 4, 1411, we have for any unitarily invariant norm III. III 
Ill t diag A, - X,,..., A,,, - k,,) 111 Q )I( vJ’QHAQV - VHQHAAQV (II. (8) 
Now, we are in a position to bound the right hand side of (8) by the angle 
between Q and Q. Denote by B = UAU”. Then 
V”Q”AQV-~“@4~~=(Z,O,O)B :, -(r c 0)B z‘ 
loi ’ ’ (01 
= _(r-Z,l,O)B(i] -woJw(r~z 
r-Z 
-(r-z,X,o)B C ( I . 0 (9) 
The m singular values of (r - I, C,O) as well as those of (r - I, z,O)H are 
easily given by 
~~=@(iYGGJ=2sin~<&sin0~ for i=1,2,...,m. 
so it follows from (4) [whence sin O(Q, 6) = Vdiag(sin or,. . . , sin e,)v”l that 
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which, together with (9), (5), and ll~lle = IIAlle, says 
111 PQHAQV - VHQHAQV 111 
We claim that (Ila) and (lib) also hold for the case of 2m 2 n, for which the 
proof based upon (7) is quite similar and is omitted here. 
A consequence of (8) and (11) is 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix, and let Q and 0 be 
two n x m (n > m > 1) matrices with QHQ = OH0 = 1. Zf the eigenvalues 
A,, . , A,,, of QHAQ and the eigenvalues A,, . . . , i,,, of Q”AQ are arranged in 
ascending order, then for any unitarily invariant norm 111 . 11) we have 
Theorem 2 is derived without the assumption (1). But what will happen if 
(1) is indeed satisfies? Again we consider the case of 2m =G n, and a similar 
consideration for the case of 2m 2 n is omitted here. 
We see that B has the form 
with B,, E a=(n-“~)x(n-m), 
from which it follows that 
. (13) 
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Imitating the proof of Theorem 4.2 in Sun [12], we have 
Ill z CA-(LO)& o ( IIll Q 1 (“iy’, Ihi - hjl Ill Z III, . . 
m+l<j<n 
as clearly 
2A-(Z,O)& o (‘)=L(A-al)-(Z,O)(B,-al)(E) foranycu, 
where we denote h(B,,) = {hj for j = m + 1,. . . , n}. Therefore from (13) 
G 1 y:, IAi - AjI. lIZI Ill C Ill 
. . 
tn+lGjcn 
So we also have 
THEOREM 3. To the hypotheses of Theorem 2 add these: the equation (1) 
holds, and A(A) = {hi for i = 1,. . . , n). Then for any unitarily invariant norm 
Ill . Ill we have 
Ill ( diag hi-i,,..., A,,, - &n) 111 
=s lzym IAi-Ajl)IIsin~(Q~Q)IIJ’I(sin~(Q~i))l12 (14a) . . 
m+l<j<n 
The inequality (14b) for ]]I . ))I = 11. II2 improves (2) due to Liu and Xu [5]. 
The inequality (14a) is, as a matter of fact, the unsolved Problem 5.3 of Sun 
[12]. The differences among the inequalities (12) and (14) show that the 
assumption (1) plays an essential role. As can be easily seen, approximately, 
if O(Q,Q) = O(E), th en the right hand sides of (12) are still O(E), while 
those of (14) are 0(e2). 
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The author wishes to thank the anonymous referee fw drawing his 
attention to [2], [9], [ll], and [12I, which led him to rewrite and improve 
Theorem 3 to its present form. 
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